Free Printable Exercise Worksheets
MIXED CONDITIONAL 1
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in
brackets.
1- If Terry ___________ (work) harder at school, he
_________ (have) a better job now.
2- We __________ (not be) lost right now if we ________
(ask) someone for directions.
3- I _______ (be) rich if I _________ (pick) my lottery
numbers yesterday.
4- If we _________ (not be) so busy, we _________ (go) to
the party last weekend.
5- I __________ (go) to the gym more if I ________ (not
work) so much.
6- Where do you think Stacey ________ (be) if she
__________ (married) Tim?
7- If Steve ________ (take) the job in China, he ________
(not live) here still.
8- If Todd ______ (go) to work, he _______ (not be) here now.
9- If we _______ (not miss) the flight, we_______ (be) in
France now.
10- I __________ (learn) German if I ______ (live) in Berlin.
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ANSWERS
1- If Terry had worked harder at school, he ‘d/would have a
better job now.
2- We wouldn’t/would not be lost right now if we ‘d/had
asked someone for directions.
3- I’d/would be rich if I had picked my lottery numbers
yesterday.
4- If we weren’t/were not so busy, we ‘d/would have gone
to the party last weekend.
5- I ‘d/would have gone to the gym more if I didn’t/did not
work so much.
6- Where do you think Stacey would be if she had married
Tim?
7- If Steve had taken the job in China, he wouldn’t/ would
not live here still.
8- If Todd had gone to work, he wouldn’t/would not be here
now.
9- If we hadn’t/had not missed the flight, we’d/would be in
France now.
10- I‘d/would have learned German if I lived in Berlin.
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